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Even more
irresistible
You’ll fall under the irresistible charm of our 

Renault Clio. Its sensuous curves make it 

stand out from the crowd. Its new grille and 

lighting signature mesmerises with a front 

end panel that is more rewarding than ever. 

No other car in its category has as much 

personality. With the Clio, each day 

is more intense than the last.



Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.

Everyday
fascination
Intriguing and seductive, the updated Renault 

Clio flaunts its modern and distinctive style. 

Sensuous curves, an expressive new front end 

and sporty rear shoulders. The Renault logo 

takes centre stage on the radiator grille. 

Desire in every detail. The new Pure Vision 

LED headlights*, are instantly recognisable. 

From the side, its 16" black diamond-cut 

Pulsize wheel rims* underline its dynamic 

silhouette. With the Clio, every detail counts. 
*Model dependent



Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.

Designed with seduction in mind, the Clio 

has inspired a story about passion. 

It is all about fascination and intrigue, 

dynamic attraction fuelled by technology. 

Encounters with it are thrilling. 

The Clio adapts to your every desire like second 

nature. Whatever colour you choose, live the 

story and fall in love your way.

Fall in love



1. ECO mode*. Activated by the press of a button, this mode can help reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions by up to 10% depending on driving style. 2. Speed 

limiter and cruise control as standard. 3. Renault Bass Reflex ®. A patented sound system for optimum bass reproduction. 4. Climate control** with combined pollen/

activated carbon filter and toxicity sensor. The filters reduce fine particulate matter and pollutants (exhaust gases, odours). If a high pollution level is detected, the system 
automatically shuts the ventilation. 5. Hands-free card*. Access, starting and remote locking. 6. Parking aid*. Four reversing sensors. 7. Hill start assist. When starting 

the vehicle on a hill, the brake pressure is automatically maintained for 2 seconds, giving the driver time to manoeuvre.
*Model dependent  **Available as optional extras. 

A look inside
the Clio
The passion continues on board the Renault Clio. Crafted door panels, refined upholstery and a leather steering wheel* add to 

the atmosphere of the new cabin. All of the technologies contained on the multimedia system screen are accessible with a simple 

gesture and voice control. The generosity of the Renault Clio is unique in its category: 4 Airbags, ABS, multimedia, hands-free card*, 

Hill Start Assist, ECO mode, Cruise control with speed limiter, Climate control** with combined pollen/activated carbon filter and 

toxicity sensor and Renault Bass Reflex® - A sophisticated sound system for optimum bass reproduction.

Sleek, aeroplane-wing dashboard design, accessible centre panel, digital speedometer for increased readability, height-adjustable 

driver’s seat with a range of 70mm, height-and reach-adjustable steering column, choice of colours, chrome and gloss black 

materials fill the modern cabin. 

2.1. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7.
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What could be more exciting than having the future at your fingertips? With the Renault 

MediaNav® touchscreen multimedia tablet, you can explore a range of functionalities with 

ease: Integrated navigation, multimedia, radio and telephone system with Bluetooth® 

connectivity. The fun “Eco Driving” coach gives you handy tips to improve your driving 

style and reduce your fuel consumption.

MediaNav®

Just touch 

Is an application that turns your smartphone into a touchscreen for your dashboard .

The fitted universal smartphone cradle mounts your phone to the dashboard and 

the app presents the features in an intuitive menu with large buttons.

Phone: Digital keypad, call history and contacts, phone calendar

Media: Select the input source for the stereo (including USB and AUX socket) and control the radio, 

or play music from the phone. Vehicle: Eco driving score, fuel consumption information and trip computer

Navigation: There are 2 options for navigation -3D vehicle navigation provided by CoPilot (in-app purchase) 

where maps are downloaded onto the phone(does not use phone’s data) - or your own navigation app 

(uses phone’s data).

R&Go®



Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.

1.

1. Protection. Reinforced structure, high-efficiency front airbags, 
head/chest side airbags, pressure sensor to detect impact, seat 

belts with pretensioners and load limiters (front seats), anti-

whiplash headrests, load limiter function (rear seats), luggage 

retention bar, anti-submarining front and rear seats (Fix4sure). 

Three Isofix 3-point seat attachments (front + rear sides). 
Lastly, the bonnet is designed to manage pedestrian impact. 

2. Cruise control-speed limiter. Lets you set a cruising speed or a 

maximum speed. A steering wheel-mounted control allows you to 

adjust the speed. 3. Seat belt reminder (SBR). With sound signal 

and visual indicator for maximum safety of all passengers. 4. New 

generation ESC (Electronic Stability Control) and ASR (Anti-

Slip Regulation) active traction control. Ensure the vehicle 

remains stable even in difficult road conditions. 5. ASR. The ASR 

active traction control system makes starting easier in all low-grip 

conditions. 6. ABS. ABS anti-lock braking system with electronic 

brake distribution (EBD) combined with emergency brake assist 

(EBA) to maintain trajectory control in the event of hard braking.

Renault’s responsible vision involves providing 

the most modern and effective passive and active 

safety systems, regardless of the equipment level of 

your vehicle. Enjoy 5-Star safety with a Clio. 

Number 1 priority.
Safety for all

2.

4. 5. 6.
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Turbo Power
The very efficient Turbo engines are lively and agile. With its precise tuning, 
the turbo is available quicker and more often. It provides more power and 
more torque  during sharp acceleration.

Stop & Start*
Automatically turns off the engine when the Clio is stopped and in neutral, cutting 
down on emissions, fuel consumption and noise. Restarts instantly, smoothly and 

without vibrations.

F1 Technology 
High tumble strategy - the flow of fuel mix is optimised in the combustion 
chamber, allowing the air to turn up to 2 times quicker for near instantaneous 

combustion. Diamon-Like Carbon coated cams and followers and graphite 

coated piston skirts are other high tech F1® treatments that lower friction.

Eco Mode*
To reduce fuel consumption even further, the driver can hand over 

control of some driving duties to Eco Mode, which modifies the vehicle's 
acceleration, torque/power management and heating/air-conditioning. 

Driving is made smoother and acceleration longer, thus saving fuel.

*Model dependentFeatures and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.

The Renault Clio range is powered by very efficient petrol Turbo engines. What’s the objective? To be the best in their category in terms of driving 

pleasure. With a lively response, sharp acceleration, and flexibility at all speeds, the Formula 1®   technology derived Energy engines combine driving 

pleasure with fuel economy, delivering remarkably moderate fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.

Efficient, powerful, yet frugal

66kW Turbo engine 
zippy and efficient  

The new 66kW Turbo engine is an 898 cm3, three-cylinder turbo engine 

that delivers 66kW without flinching! The engine allows sharp acceleration 
from low speeds (90% available torque at 1,650 rpm), avoiding excessively 

frequent gear changes and ensuring pleasant city driving. It consumes only 

5.5L/100 km and its emissions are limited to 126 g/km of CO2.

88kW Turbo engine 
in Manual or EDC Auto

The new 1.2l, four-cylinder, 88kW Turbo engine combines power and 

controlled fuel consumption (5.2L/100 km and 120 g/km of CO2). 

Responsive, lively and agile, it is both powerful and quiet. Its 88kW 

delivers torque of 190Nm at 2,000 rpm. For even greater driving pleasure, 

it is connected to Renault's 6-speed dual-clutch EDC automatic gearbox.

EDC 
automatic gearbox

Renault has developed a six-speed, Efficient Dual Clutch (EDC) which delivers a standard of fuel consumption and CO2 emissions which marks a significant 
step forward compared with that of conventional automatic transmissions (a gain of up to 17% which can save approximately 30g/km). 

The EDC is a combination of two parallel half gearboxes, which work together. The engine torque is transmitted to each half gearbox via a specific clutch: 
One clutch looks after the odd-number gears (1st, 3rd and 5th). The 2nd clutch covers the even-number gears (2nd, 4th and 6th), as well as reverse.
At the perfect moment gears are changed by shifting from one clutch to the other, the 1st clutch opens whilst the 2nd closes simultaneously which 

guarantees continuous and smooth traction during gear changes.



Clio GT-Line
The Clio for the sporty at heart! 

The Clio GT-Line is the embodiment of sporty sophistication. 

The perfect Clio for everyday comfort with exclusive sporty exterior 

styling. Now with added power from the 1.2 88kW Turbo engine 

driven by the slick 6-speed manual gearbox. 

The New Renault Clio GT-Line offers iconic, elegant sportiness: LED 
headlights with C-Shape integrated Daytime Running Lights, 17" GT-

Line Titanium Grey alloy wheels, front spoiler, side skirts, Titanium Grey 

details including door mirrors, rear diffuser, single chrome exhaust 
and GT-Line badging. A dazzling rise in style. The best of both worlds: 

elegance and sportiness. The GT-Line design cues continue on the inside 

with embroidered fabric and TEP leather sport front seats with extra 

side support, R.S. leather steering with GT-Line insert, leather gear and 

handbrake levers, R.S. “Zamac” gear knob, GT-Line embossed headrests, 

and striking blue stitching. 

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.



Stimulate your
competitive spirit
The New Clio R.S., a distinctive and high-tech sports car, gives you the feeling of motor sport on an everyday basis. 
Its design, distinguished by the codes of competition, sets the tone. And its new lighting signature sets itself apart.

On the New Clio R.S., stylistic details also increase performance. Designed for optimum aerodynamic efficiency, the diffuser 
offers an 80% increase in rear support and the custom spoiler provides 20% additional support. The New Clio R.S. introduces 
its new lighting signature integrated into its LED Pure Vision headlights and its additional LED R.S. Vision lighting. A perfect 

union of aerodynamics and passion. 

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.



R.S. Monitor
The R.S. Monitor is the dedicated telemetry 
tool that controls and measures your car's 

performance. Functions include: a lap timer, 

with memory function; performance data, 

such as acceleration times; transverse and 

longitudinal g-force; data for the main engine 
functions, including oil temperature and 

brakes plus real-time engine performance 
data (torque, power etc). 

Launch 
Control
Discover the exhilaration of the most energetic standing start using electronic intelligence to 
reproduce the efficiency of an experienced racing driver. With paddles at hand, right foot on the 
accelerator and left foot on the brake, the message, 'Launch Control On' is displayed. As soon 
as your left foot is raised from the aluminium pedal, New Clio R.S. explodes off the line, with 
breathtakingly dynamic gear changes.

1.6 Turbo R.S. Trophy1.6 Turbo R.S.
Aimed at those who also want to let loose on 

the track. An additional 20 horsepower and up 

to 20 Nm extra torque, thanks to new engine 
mapping, a larger turbo and remodelled intake 

system and exhaust downpipe. The EDC gearbox 
has been tweaked to get the most out it too. 

Maximum power is 162kW at  6,250 rpm. Torque 
output is 260Nm and overtorque in 4th and 
5th gear enables an increase to 280Nm. It also 
features lowered suspension and a race-inspired 
Akrapovic® exhaust system.

The 4-cylinder, 16-valve turbo delivers 147kW 
at 6,050 rpm and torque of 260Nm is reached 
from just 2,000 revs. This engine benefits 
from groundbreaking technology modelled 

on the DLC (Diamond-like Carbon) pushrods 
derived from Formula 1®. This engine also 
blends performance with practicality. Its engine 

verve is complemented by tightly controlled fuel 

consumption*: 5.9L/100 km. The sporty turbo 
engine is accentuated by the exclusive coupling 
with the EDC 6-speed dual-clutch gearbox. 

EDC with 
paddle-shift
Steering wheel paddles are state-of-the-art sportiness. For fast gear changes – up to 120ms 
– without affecting the steering use of your hands. Optimised performance thanks to the 
combination with the sequential EDC 6-speed dual-clutch gearbox, offering reactivity and 
driving comfort. In Race mode on R.S. Drive, the gearbox becomes fully manual.

R.S. Drive
Pressing this button gives you access to 
three modes: Normal, Sport and Race.
According to the mode, R.S. Drive alters 
the mapping of the gearbox, ESC behaviour, 
steering and the sensitivity of the accelerator 

pedal. Multifaceted and versatile.

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.



Chromo zone

Note: Printing limitations do not permit subtle paint shades to be shown with complete accuracy. Note: Printing limitations do not permit subtle paint shades to be shown with complete accuracy.

ICE WHITE (NM)

MERCURY SILVER (MP)

IRON BLUE (MP)**

PASSION RED*

METALLIC BLACK (MP)

TITANIUM GREY (MP)

*    Metallic paint with special clearcoat.
** Only available on GT-Line model
NM: Clearcoat Opaque; MP: Metallic Paint

*   Only available on Trophy model
** Metallic paint with special clearcoat.
NM: Clearcoat Opaque; MP: Metallic Paint

FROST PEARL WHITE (MP)*

MERCURY SILVER (MP)

DEEP BLACK (MP)

LIQUID YELLOW (MP)

ICE WHITE (NM)

PASSION RED**

CLIO AUTHENTIQUE, EXPRESSION AND DYNAMIQUE CLIO R.S. 200 LUX AND 220 TROPHY 



MediaNav® Multimedia system Interior environment

16" Flex wheels  

EXPRESSION

Expression equipment = Authentique

Exterior Design
• 16" Flex wheels

Entertainment
• MediaNav® multimedia system (7" touchscreen,

 4x20W radio, audio streaming, Bluetooth®, 

 hands-free telephony, USB and Jack)

• Integrated Navigation

• SA Maps

Options
• Metallic paint

15" Wheel trim

Exterior Design
• Body-coloured door handles

• Body-coloured mirrors

• Body-coloured bumpers

• 15" wheels with styled hubcaps

• LED daytime running lights

Interior
• Upholstery available in two colour schemes (black/grey)

• Black injected dashboard

• Height adjustable driver’s seat

• 1/3-2/3 split-fold rear bench seat

• Chrome detailing and door handles

Safety 
• ABS 

• EBA (Emergency Brake Assist) 

• ESC (Electronic Stability Control)

• Cruise control with speed limiter

• Front and side driver and passenger airbags

• Driver seat belt reminder (SBR)

• Isofix seats

Comfort and Convenience
• Variable power-assisted steering

• Air conditioning

• Electric front windows

• Electric door mirrors

• On-board computer

• Height- and depth-adjustable steering wheel

• Card unlocking system

Entertainment
• Bluetooth® radio with Renault Bass Reflex® System

• R&Go® App with smartphone cradle

• USB & iPod connection

Options
• Metallic paint

R&GO® radioInterior environment

AUTHENTIQUE

Creative workshop

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.



16" Alloy wheels

Dynamique equipment = Expression +

Exterior Design
• Glossy black B-pillar

• Gloss black side protection

• Chrome strip on side body protections and tailgate

• Pure Vision LED headlights with integrated C-shaped 

 LED Daytime Running Lights

• 16"  Alloy wheels

Interior
• Fabric & TEP leather mix upholstery

Comfort and Convenience
• One-touch-up window on driver’s side 

 (with anti-trapping function)

• Hands-free card with remote locking

• Electric rear windows

• Foldable door mirrors

• Rear parking distance control

• Automatic lights and wipers 

Options
• Climate control

• Fixed glass roof 

• Metallic paint

Pure Vision LED HeadlightsInterior environment

DYNAMIQUE

Creative workshop

17" Titanium Grey alloy wheels

GT-Line equipment = Dynamique +

Exterior Design
• GT-Line titanium grey rear diffuser with chrome tailpiece
• Body color side door protectors with titanium grey inserts

• Titanium grey-coloured wing mirror shells

• Titanium grey boot strip

• 17" Titanium grey alloy wheels

Interior
• GT-Line embroidered fabric & TEP leather mix upholstery

• Leather steering wheel (with GT-Line badge) and gear lever

Options
• Climate control

• Fixed glass roof 

• Metallic paint

GT-Line embroidered fabric upholsteryInterior environment

GT-LINE

Creative workshop

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.



R.S. MonitorInterior environment

17" Alloy wheels

CLIO R.S. 200 LUX

R.S. 200 Lux = Dynamique +

Exterior Design
• Silver 17" alloy wheels rims with R.S. studs

• Special R.S. spoiler

• Glossy Dark Metal Formula 1® strip

• R.S. side sill panels

• High-gloss Black mirror covers

• Rectangular chrome twin exhaust pipes, integrated into the 

diffuser
• Glossy Dark Metal rear diffuser
• Pure Vision LED headlights with integrated C-shaped LED 

Daytime Running Lights

• R.S. Vision LED lighting signature (chequered flag design front 
fog lights)

Interior
• Renault Sport seats, with reinforced support and dark carbon 

fabric with red top stitching

• Renault Sport leather steering wheel with red top stitching        

and red marking in the centre

• Aluminium pedal pads and foot rest 

• Aluminium door sill with Renault Sport marking 

• Leather handbrake handle with red top stitching

  

Comfort and Convenience
• Climate control with combined pollen/activated  

 carbon filter and toxicity sensor

Driving
• Dark Metal gear change paddles behind the steering wheel

• Gear lever with flick-shift function
• Rear parking distance control with feedback on 7" screen

• Gear change indicator (visual and audible) 

• Three-colour driving style indicator (green, yellow, amber) 

• R.S. Drive (3 modes: Normal, Sport and Race) 

• ETC (Electronic Traction Control)

• R.S. Monitor 2.0

• Sport Chassis

Entertainment
• 7" Touchscreen,  multimedia tablet: voice control, radio, 

TomTom® navigation, audio streaming and Bluetooth® hands-

free telephone system, USB and jack ports and 3D Sound

• SA Maps

• Renault Bass Reflex® bass optimisation audio system

Options
• Metallic paint

18" Alloy wheels

R.S. 220 Trophy equipment = R.S. 200 Lux +

Exterior Design
• Trophy Pack (Trophy chassis, lowered suspension, red brake 

callipers, Glossy Black 18" alloy wheel rims and extra dark 

• tinted windows) 

• Optional Frost Pearl White exterior body colour

• Trophy branded rear door strip insert

• Akrapovic® exhaust system

Interior
• Black leather Renault Sport seats - heated front

Options
• Metallic paint

Akrapovic® exhaust systemInterior environment

CLIO R.S. 220 TROPHY

Creative workshop

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.



Sport Kit
Front Spoiler, rear diffuser, side skirts, 
fog light trim and door mirror base.

82 01 498 966 

Mudflaps
A pair of mudflaps that can be fitted to the front or 
rear. Protect the body from mud and stones. 

82 01 212 479

01

02

2.

1.

1.

3. 4.2.

Accessories

Actual accessories may vary from photographs shown and are subject to change without notice.

(Not compatible with R.S. & GT Line versions)

Exterior
design

Roof box
Increases the load capacity of the vehicle, compatible with all 

roof bars. Finish : Gloss Black

Aluminium roof bars

Set of 2 transverse roof bars on roof, and they can carry a load 

of up to 75kg.

Bicycle rack 

Attaches to any type of towbar and can be used to easily 
transport up to 3 bicycles.

77 11 577 331 Bicycle rack mounted on towbar (2 bicycles)

77 11 577 332 Bicycle rack on Euroway mounted on towbar 

(3 bicycles)

77 11 122 691 2 13/7 pin Adaptor for bike rack

Towbar 

With removable ball joint. Preserves the aesthetic appeal of 

your Clio thanks to its ball joint that can be removed in a few 

seconds without the need for tools.

77 11 577 448 (Quick Release Towbar + Harness)
Not compatible with R.S. & GT Line versions

Carrying 
and Towing
01

02

03

04



02

Non slip boot mat
Prevents transported items from rolling around        

inside the luggage compartment. 

82 01 321 290

Partition grille

Provides effective separation between the boot 

and the passenger compartment. Essential for 

ensuring the safety of your pet.

82 01 321 369

Luggage compartment stain 

protection

Made-to-measure, reversible with 1 textile side 

and 1 rubber side. Effective protection for the 
original boot carpet. May be folded for easy 

stowage.

82 01 361 213

Premium floor mats
These passenger compartment mats provide 

effective protection for the original carpet while 
integrating perfectly into your Clio’s interior.

8201321304 (Red)

8201321302 (Blue)

Comfort floor mats
Provide complete protection of the passenger 

compartment floor. Custom-fit, especially 
designed for the vehicle.

82 01 321 33

01

02

03

04

05

Interior
design

Front armrest

Emphasises on the sporting style of 

the car interior while at the same time 

adding a touch of originality. 

82 01 367 09

Rear parking distance control
This system makes manoeuvring and 

parking quicker and easier.

82 01 373 014 

Alarm 

The essential item for ensuring the 

security of your vehicle. It effectively 
reduces the risk of vehicle theft and 
the theft of objects in the passenger 
compartment.

82 01 275 125

01

02

03

Onboard 
experience

Accessories

4. 5.

2.1.

3.

Actual accessories may vary from photographs shown and are subject to change without notice.
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AUTHENTIQUE EXPRESSION DYNAMIQUE GT-LINE R.S. LUX R.S. TROPHY

SAFETY
ABS + Emergency Brake Assist (EBA) • • • • • •
Cruise control with Speed Limiter • • • • • •
Hill Start Assist (HSA) • • • • • •
Electronic Stability Control (ESC) and Anti-Slip Regulation (ASR) • • • • • •
Seat belt reminder (SBR) for driver and front seat passenger • • • • • •
Seat belt reminder (SBR) for 3 rear passenger seats • • • • • •
Driver, passenger, front and side airbags with passenger airbag disable function • • • • • •
Height-adjustable driver and front seat passenger seat belts with load limiter • • • • • •
Red height-adjustable driver and front seat passenger seat belts with force limiters - - - - • •
Passenger seat with Isofix 3-point attachment system • • • • • •
Red "Spyder" rear three-point inertia reel seat belts with load limiters - - - - • •
Red “Spyder” central rear seat belt with roof attachment (3 point) - - - - • •
Two rear seats with Isofix 3-point attachment system • • • • • •
Rear 3-point seat belts with retractor and load limiter on side seats • • • • • •
Central rear seat belt with roof attachment (3 points) • • • • • •
Anti-submarining system (Fix4sure) in front and rear • • • • • •

EXTERIOR
Metallic paint o o o o o o

Liquid Yellow(Sirius Yellow) body colour - - - - o o

Clio badge under front panel logo • • • • - -
R.S. badge under front end logo - - - - • •
GT-Line front bumper - - - • - -
Dark Metal F1® strip - - - - • •
Special sill panel (sills) - - - - • •
Trophy branded rear door strip insert - - - - - •
Body-coloured side moulding strips - - - - • •
F1® inspired rear diffuser - - - • - -
Glossy Dark Metal rear diffuser - - - - • •
Rear spoiler • • • • - -
Special R.S. rear spoiler - - - - • •
Body-coloured wing mirror shells • • - - - -
Gloss black wing mirror shells - - • - • •
GT-Line mirror casings - - - • - -
Body-coloured front door handles (Glossy Black on Liquid Yellow, Metallic Black on 
Frost Pearl body colours) - - - - • •

Exterior rear door handles concealed in the door pillar • • • • - -
Chrome exhaust tip - - - • - -
Rectangular chrome twin exhaust pipes, integrated into the diffuser - - - - • •
Akrapovic® exhaust system - - - - - •

Wheels 15" Wheel 
covers

16" Flex wheel covers
16" Alloy wheels (EDC)

16" Silver and Black 
alloy wheels

17" Titanium Grey 
alloy wheels

17" Silver 
alloy wheels

18" Black
alloy wheels

Tinted rear quarter glass and rear screen - - - - • •
Standard spare wheel + jack • • • • - -

INTERIOR
Dark Carbon and grey fabric panels • • - - - -
Dark Carbon fabric and TEP leather mix upholstery - - • - - -
GT-Line embroidered fabric and TEP leather mix upholstery - - - • - -
Black leather Renault Sport seats - heated in front - - - - - •
Renault Sport seats, with reinforced support, dark carbon fabric and red top stitching - - - - • -
Chrome front and rear door controls • • • • • •
R.S. door sill strips - - - • • •

ENGINE 66KW TURBO CLIO 88KW TURBO CLIO 88KW TURBO EDC CLIO 147KW CLIO R.S. LUX 162KW CLIO R.S. TROPHY

Fuel Unleaded or E10 petrol Unleaded or E10 petrol Unleaded or E10 petrol Unleaded or E10 petrol Unleaded or E10 petrol

Engine type
Turbo/Sequential multipoint 

injection
Turbo/Sequential multipoint 

injection
Turbo/Sequential multipoint 

injection
Turbo/Sequential multipoint 

injection
Turbo/Sequential multipoint 

injection

Capacity (cm3) 898 1,197 1,197 1,618 1,618

Number of cylinders/valves 3/12 4/16 4/16 4/16 4/16
Compression ratio 9,5:1 9,5:1 9,5:1 9,5:1 9,5:1
Max. power (kW) 66 88 88 147 162

Max. power rating (rpm) 5,250 5,500 4,900 6,050 6,050
Peak torque (Nm) / with Overboost* (Nm) 140 205 190 260 260/280*

Peak torque rating (rpm) 2,500 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000

Stop & Start and energy recovery from braking Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

GEARBOX
Type Manual Manual EDC Automatic Double Clutch EDC Automatic Double Clutch EDC Automatic Double Clutch

Number of gears 5 6 6 6 6

BRAKES
ABS + EBA + EBD + ESC Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

STEERING
Power-assisted Variable power-assisted Variable power-assisted Variable power-assisted Variable power-assisted Variable power-assisted
Ø turning circle (m) 10.6 10.6 10.6 10.9 10.9
Lock-to-lock steering wheel turns 2.71 Rotations 2.71 Rotations 2.71 Rotations 2.71 Rotations 2.71 Rotations

WHEELS AND TYRES
Authentique 15": 185 / 65R15  
Expression 16": 195 / 55R16
Dynamique 16" :195 / 55R16
GT-Line 17": 205/45 R17
R.S. Lux 17": 205/45 R17
R.S. Trophy 18": 205/40 R18

PERFORMANCE
Top speed (km/h) 178 199 199 230 235
0 -100 km/h 12.9 9.0 9.4 6.7 6.6

CONSUMPTION AND EMISSIONS*
Urban cycle (L/100 km) 6.3 6.8 6.6 7.6 7.6
Extra Urban cycle (L/100 km) 4.3 4.5 4.4 5.1 5.1
Combined cycle (L/100 km) 5.5 5.3 5.2 5.9 5.9
Emissions CO2 mixed cycle (g/km) 126 118 120 133 135
Fuel tank capacity (L) 45 45 45 45 45

WEIGHT(KG)
Kerb weight (excluding driver) 977 1,090 1,090 1,172 1,172
Kerb weight on front/rear 756/424 756/424 756/424 756/424 756/424
Gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) 1,588 1,659 1,662 1,730 1,730
Gross train weight (GTW) 2,488 2,559 2,562 2,557 2,557
Max. payload 519 545 546 546 546
Max. braked trailer (within the GTW limit) 900 900 900 900 900

Freewheel: Vehicle specifications

**Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions are certified using a standard, regulated method. It is identical for all manufacturers and allows vehicles to be compared. Fuel consumption in actual usage depends on the   
    vehicle’s usage conditions and equipment and the driver’s driving style.    

Equipment & options

Standard •     Not Available -      Optional  o

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.



AUTHENTIQUE EXPRESSION DYNAMIQUE GT-LINE R.S. LUX R.S. TROPHY

Renault Sport leather steering wheel with red top stitching and red marking 
in the centre - - - - • •

Anodised red insert with chrome surround and R.S. marking on steering wheel - - - - • •
Aluminium pedal pads and foot rest - - - - • •
Aluminium door sill with Renault Sport marking - - - - • •
Special Renault Sport rev counter background - - - - • •
High-Gloss Black centre front panel • • • • • •
Leather handbrake handle with red top stitching - - - - • •
Height-adjustable driver's seat • • • • • •
Height-adjustable passenger seat - - • • • •

1/3-2/3 splitfold rear bench seat • • • • • •
2 height-adjustable front headrests • • • • • •
3 height-adjustable curved rear headrests (2 side + 1 centre) • • • • • •

DRIVING

Starting card • • - - - -
Hands-free card - - • • • •
Variable power steering • • • • • •
Height and reach adjustable steering wheel • • • • • •

On-board computer (maximum consumption, speed and average fuel consumption, 
fuel consumed, range, distance covered) • • • • • •

Left/right indicators with motorway function (pulse) • • • • • •
Rear park distance control - - • • • •
ECO mode - • • • - -
Dark Metal gear change paddles behind the steering wheel - - - - • •
Gear lever with flick-shift function - - - - • •
Voice control button on steering wheel - - - - • •
Gear change indicator (visual and audible) - - - - • •
Three-colour driving style indicator (green, yellow, amber) - - - - • •
R.S. Drive (3 modes: Normal, Sport and Race) - - - - • •
R.S. Monitor 2.0 - - - - • •
Sport Chassis - - - - • -
Trophy Pack (Trophy chassis, lowered suspension, red brake callipers, Glossy Black 18" 
alloy wheel rims and extra dark tinted windows) - - - - - •

VISIBILITY, LIGHTS, REARVIEW MIRRORS, WINDOWS
Foglamps - • • - - -
Automatic lights and wipers - - • • • •
LED daytime running lamps (integrated into lower bumper) • • - - - -
Double-optic halogen headlights • • - - - -
Pure Vision LED headlights with integrated C-shaped LED Daytime Running Lights - - • • • •
R.S. Vision LED lighting signature (chequered flag design front fog lights) - - - - • •
C-Shaped LED rear tail lights - - • • • •
Electric door mirrors/Electric folding mirrors  • / - • / - • / • • / - • / • • /•

COMFORT
Manual air conditioning • • • • • •
Climate control with combined pollen/activated carbon filter and toxicity sensor - - o o • •
Electric front windows • • • • • •
Electric driver's side window with auto-operation - - • • • •

Manual rear windows/electric rear windows  • / - • / -  - / •  - / •  - / •  - / •
Fixed glass roof - - o o - -

Passenger and rear folding grab handles • • • • • •

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.

Equipment & options Equipment & options

Standard •     Not Available -      Optional  o

Standard •     Not Available -      Optional  o

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.

AUTHENTIQUE EXPRESSION DYNAMIQUE GT-LINE R.S. LUX R.S. TROPHY

AUDIO, MULTIMEDIA

Connect R&Go® radio (with steering wheel controls, two USB ports, Bluetooth®
, 

smartphone mount and free R&Go application) • - - - - -

R&Go®App with smartphone cradle • - - - - -
MediaNav® multimedia system with 7" touchscreen, navigation system, 4 x 20 W 
radio, audio streaming and Bluetooth® hands-free telephony, USB and jack sockets o • • • - -

7" Touchscreen,  multimedia tablet: voice control, radio, TomTom® navigation, 
audio streaming and Bluetooth® hands-free telephone system, USB and jack ports 
and 3D Sound

- - - - • •

South African maps o • • • • •

Renault Bass Reflex® bass optimisation audio system • • • • • •

SEATS
Height-adjustable driver's seat • • • • • •
1/3-2/3 splitfold rear bench seat • • • • • •
2 height-adjustable front headrests • • • • • •
2 height-adjustable curved rear side headrests • - - - - -
3 height-adjustable curved rear headrests (2 side + 1 centre) - • • • • •

STORAGE
Passenger side storage tray • • • • • •
Pair of central cup holders • • • • • •
1 rear central cup holder • • • • • •
Driver's side storage • • • • • •
Front seat passenger open cubby • • • • • •
Open compartment below centre console • • • • • •
Open storage areas in front and rear doors • • • • • •
12 V socket • • • • • •
Cigarette lighter/Movable ashtray • • • • • •

VEHICLE PROTECTION
Remote central locking • • • • • •
Locking of doors as vehicle drives off • • • • • •

WARRANTY AND SERVICE
5 Year / 150 000 km mechanical warranty • • • • • •

6 Year anti-corrosion warranty • • • • • •

Service intervals 15 000km 15 000km 15 000km 15 000km 10 000km 10 000km

3 Year / 30 000 km service plan - - - - • •

3 Year / 45 000 km service plan • • • • - -



Dimensions

BOOT VOLUME (L) 

VDA volume (standard ISO 3832, under shelf, min./max.) 300
Max. volume with rear seats folded down (up to roof) 1,146

DIMENSIONS (mm)

A Wheelbase 2,589
B Overall length 4,062
C Front overhang 851
D Rear overhang 622

E Front track (with 15" standard tyre, measured at the base of the wheel) 1,506/1498*
F Rear track (with 15" standard tyre, measured at the base of the wheel) 1,506/1498*
G Overall width without/with door mirrors 1,732/1,945
H Unladen height 1,448
H1 Height, unladen with tailgate open 1,920
J Unladen boot sill height 716
K Ground clearance (laden) 120

L Knee room in 2nd row 140

M Front elbow room 1,363
M1 Rear elbow room 1,370
N Front shoulder width 1,378
N1 Rear shoulder width 1,370
P Headroom at 14° in 1st row (front seats) 880

P1 Headroom at 14° in 2nd row (rear seats) 847
Y Upper boot entrance width/Maximum boot width 770 /1,038
Y1 Lower boot entrance width 905
Y2 Interior width between wheel arches 1,011

Z Boot entrance height 550
Z1 Max. loading length (from boot lid to rear seats, folded down) 1,388
Z2 Loading length behind the seats 649
Z3 Height under rear shelf 558

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.

Contacts to Remember
Customer Care / Renault Assist:
0861 RENAULT (0861 736 2858)

Renault on the web:
www.renault.co.za

* 15"/16" & 17" wheels

MyRenault
MyRenault has been designed to make your life a little easier.
Manage your vehicle online and take advantage of a range of specially tailored offers and benefits. 

Register now: www.myrenault.co.za

Parts Availability

Renault ranks amongst South Africa’s motor industry leaders in affordable parts pricing. 
We strive to ensure an excellent level of parts availability at our Renault Dealerships.

5 Year / 150 000km Warranty
With a 5 year / 150 000km warranty*, you’re always covered.
Should you experience any mechanical failure resulting from a defect in an original part(s) on your new Renault vehicle, 

Renault will cover the cost of repairs for a period of 5 years or 150 000km.

Service / Maintenance Plans
We offer standard or tailor-made options to suit your needs.

Service Plan
Having a Service Plan reduces the costs of servicing your new car. The price of the Service Plan is fixed when you buy your car, 
so you won’t have to worry about inflationary price increases on labour or parts; for the duration of your Service Plan.

Maintenance Plan
Upgrade to a full Maintenance Plan, a comprehensive package that not only covers all your service, maintenance and labour 

costs over a contract period, but also gives you greater peace of mind.

24HR Roadside Assistance 
Whatever the emergency, we’ll always be there.
Because your personal safety is of utmost importance to us, help is one phone call away. Simply dial 0861 736 2858 for 

assistance or for a team to be dispatched to you. Our 24 hour Roadside Assistance Plan covers all new Renault vehicles for      

a period of 5 years or 150 000km with an option for extension.

The Renault Promise

*Warranty does not cover wear and tear items such as shock absorbers, brake pads, clutch, cam belt, etc.



Renault recommends

Experience the Renault Clio
at www.renault.co.za

Renault Customer Care Direct Line: 0861 RENAULT or 0861 736 2858
Renault South Africa (Pty) Ltd. reserves the right to modify its models without notice, likewise their characteristics, equipment and accessories.
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